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ABSTRA
Some active networks will generate complex poles or zero
s-plane. These networks are inve. '001 locus techniques
this thesis to ascertain which will yield c . poles and ose
from which complex poles or zeros m; further investigated
to determine characteristic heir root loci.
This thesis is written with the end in mj it these active net-
works may be used as compensators to provide compensation solutions not
easily attainable with passive compensators alo nalog comput
simulation of some of the netwo. ormed to verify re: 1 i .
Some preliminary inve re made i living compensation pro-
blems with these active networks.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Pr :rge J.
Thaler of the U. . 1 Postgraduate School who suggested the topic
for this thesis and without whose advic encouragement this work
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A Gain of Amplifier 1.
1
A? Gain of Amplifier
o<r q£ Attenuation factors of lag networks.
C Output or control voltage.
d Subscript referring to a zero or pole resulting from a lead
network
.
F Open loop transfer function.
G Compensator transfer function.
g Subscript referring to a zero or pole resulting from a lag
network
P The construction angle at point P which locates, on the real
axis, the center of the circle of complex poles or zeros pro-
ducing a constant phase angle at point P.
K A variable system gain constant in the characteristic equation.
Does not include the compensator gain.
K The compensator gain constant.
K_
T
The total or root locus gain of the characteristic equation.
P A chosen root of the characteristic equation.
P' The complex conjugate of P.
J) The construction angle at point P which locates, on the real
axis the intersection of the circular arc of complex poles or
complex zeros which produce a constant phase angle at point P.
Q A point on the s-plane at which it is desired to locate a com-
plex compensator pole or zero.
Q' The complex conjugate of point Q.
R Input or reference voltage.
x Abscissa of point Q.




closed loop system whic be represented b; a bloc
has a characteristic equation which ma., always be manipulated into
form
KlTUs- 1-^ r - -
1
Where, 0<K<c*>, -dO<m<<x>, and the z^ and pj may be real and/or complex.
K is assumed to represent a variable gain element of the system.
G represents the transfer function of a compensator which may be
any single feed forward or feedback path, or may be cascaded in the
main transmission channel. G
c
is of the; form
~ K c fr (s+zQ
1.2 (Z = 4r T"^C 5^TT ( 5 +(Rr)
The definitions of the terms in Equation 1.2 are the same as Equation
1.1. The total gain of Equation 1.1 is then
i.j K RL= KKc
The selection of a transfer function for Gc , besides being
based upon
physical realizability is guided by the desire to force the roots of
the characteristic equation to lie in such locations on the s-plane
that the transient response of the system to be compensated will meet
specifications without affecting steady state accuracy. Steady state
accuracy specifications are normally met before compen. ation by setting
stem gain to obtain an acceptable stead te error coefficie:.
However, it is conceivable that compensation could be required to meet
steady state specification
It is common practice to select two complex conjugate root locations
and then to choose CQ so that the two selected
locations will be roots of
the characteristic equation. Generally, it is hoped that the selected

roots will prove to be dominant, but a certain amount or experience
foresight is required in order to ensure that this end will b
n with experience, some trial and error is frequen :
any case, only calculation of the transient response will determine
whether or not a particular solution is acceptable. The concept of
dominance [l] states that if the residu certain roots of the
characteristic equation are large compared to the residues at all other
roots, and if the real parts of those certain roots are several times
smaller than the real parts of any other roots, then those certain
roots are dominant. A transient response calculated using only the
dominant roots will be sufficiently accurate for engineering purposes.
All roots must be included however when calculating the phase angle of
the transient response. ITote that this concept may significantly reduce
the labor involved in calculating the transient response of higher order
systems.
The common use of passive networks to effect compensation is with
G containing only negative real poles and zeros, and usually with K<<1.
It is possible to generate complex poles or zeros with passive networks
[2,3], but it is difficult to use these networks practically due to
large attenuation in the compensator and extreme sensitivity of the com-
plex pole or ^ero location to variations of components within the network.
In some cases an additional amplifier is required to
correct for the attenuation of a passive compensator, so the compensator
could have been designed as an active compensator from the start.

2. Introduction 1
Le term active network" and "active compensator
thesis are interchangable and refer to networks which contain passive
components, a summer, and one or two amplifiers.
Frequently, complex poles and/or complex zeros are present in
system before compensation is attempted. Having networks available to
use as compensators which will produce complex poles or zeros will in
some instances make the compensation problem easier. The active net-
works investigated in this thesis are flexible in that the complex poles
or ^eros resulting from them may be relocated on the s-plane by varying
either an amplifier gain or the magnitude of one or more of the passive
elements in the network.
The passive networks, which are essential to active compens-
may be either RC or RL networks. However, RL networks pose some problems
due to difficulties in determining and allowing for the resistance of
the inductive elements.
Active compensation is not envisioned as replacing passive compen-
sation, but rather as supplementing it by providing solutions to compen-
sation problems not easily attainable passive compensators alone.
In some instances it may prove desirable to combine active and passive
compensators to achieve desired results.
Two major disadvantages of active compensators are cost and com-
plexity. Both of these factors arise from the fact that amplifiers and
summers arc required as parts of the compensator.
The passive networks, their transfer functions, and s-plane pole-
zero arrays which vail be used as basic components in the active networks
are depicted in Fig. 2-1. They are held to simple configurations pri-
marily to provide attainable goals for this investigation. In addition,
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Fig. 2-1. Networks, transfer functions, and s-planes of passive
networks used. The network of Fig. 2-1 (c) cannot ordinarily be
used in the main transmission path unless there exists a parallel
forward path through which dc components may pass.

all compensation problems attempted could be solved using compensators
ch required onl, imple network ;. Transfer functions of
.
2-1 are defined on Table 2-1 for algebraic manipulation.

TABIE 2-1.





S*- % A. S±_2a
S + ^ll£l S + pa
L
S 1- <K. S + pt
Definitions of the transfer functions of Fig. 2-1 for algebraic manip-
ulation. The subscript d refers to poles or zeros resulting fron a
lead network. The subscript g refers to poles or zeros resulting
from a lag network.

5. Investigation of Gome 'c'i /orks to Determine
Whi: L field Complex Poles or eros
I'lot all active networks will yield complex poles or zeros.
therefore necessary to investigate several combi ..a .lens or amplifiers,
summers, and passive networks to determine same c jurations
which will produce the desired complex poles and zeros.
Two basic network configurations, one a parallel feed forward and
the other a feedback, were selected for investigation. Solutions were
obtained by placing a lag or a lead transfer function and amplifier in
each path available. The overall transfer function of the network was
then determined and investigated for the existence of complex poles or
zeros.
Fifteen different networks were investigated using this plan.
Some were unsuccessful in that they did not yield the desired complex
poles and zeros, notwithstanding, all fifteen are presented in this
section so that other investigators attempting to obtain similar re-
sults need not expend time and energy in fruitless areas.
There are, undoubtedly other simple active networks which will
produce complex poles and zeros. However, it was impossible to investi-
gate all possibilities within the scope of this thesis. Some network
configurations which may prove interesting in future investigations of
this nature are presented in Appendix B.

3(A). Lead-lead Teed forward summing com] or.
Lg. 3-1 is the block diagram of i compensator. The transfer
function of -1 is
For factoring by root locus, the numerator of
nipulated into the form
The root locus of Equation 3-2 is Fig. 3-2. By inspection of Fig. 3-2
it can be seen that there is no possible o obtain complex roots from
Equation 3-2. Therefore this compensator is of no further interest in
this thee
3(B). Lead-lead feed forward difference compensator.
Fig. 3-3 is the block diagram of this compensator. er
function of Fig. 3-3 is
For factoring b,y root locus, the numerator of Equation 3-3 may be ma-
nipulated into the form
3 k
A, ( St 2.^(5 rfia^ __ ,
Note that Equation 3-^ is a zero degree root locus. The possible root
loci arising from Equation 3-^ arc . -h
, 3-5; 3-6, and 3-7-
It can be seen from Fig;;. 3-^ and 3-5 that complex roots of Equation ^.k
h
will obtain for certain values of £l* . These complex roots will become
A 2






















Fig, 3-3. Block diagram of the lead-Laad feed forward difference
compensator.
nc +e a 5 1 n 3
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Fig. 3-4-* A possible root locus of Equation 3»4-<
fa
i>ici-<:'3£ ,-n5
Fig. 3-5. A possible root locus of Equation 3.4.
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Fig. 3-7. A possibl© root locus of Equction 3.4,
11

A - (/A,-A:if5tcr^j^)( 5 ^(r- J ^)
This transfer function is of further interest because pd and pd ,
real poles, may be placed far out in the left half plane if desired.
There can be no complex roots resulting from the root loci of Figs.
5-6 or 3-7- Therefore they are of no further interest in this investi-
gation.
3(c). Lead-lead negative feedback compensator.
Fig. 3-8 is the block diagram of this compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-8 is
3 6
Vc — (^(stPd^
VC (5 +fdl) (?, + ^ 8) + A , 6+ 2d,) ( ^ 2^
For factoring by root locus , the denominator of Equation 3-6 may be ma-
nipulated into the form
A, (s + Za^S^Q _ .
Fig. 3-9 is the root locus of Equation 3«7- Any locations of pd , pd ,
zd , or Zj will produce the locus of Fig. 3-9 unless j d , j> p, 1 or
|z
d
l> p. 1 . The complex roots which obtain for certain values of A,




V; (A, + 0(5 t CTtj ^(s + C-j")
This transfer function is of further interest because one of the real
zeros of Equation 3«8 may be placed close to the origin while the other
may be placed as far out in the left half plane as desired. Note from




Fig. 3-8. Block diagram of the lead-load negative feedback compensator.
ff'z ' fa
Fig. 3-9. A possible root locus of Equation 3.7.
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3(d). Lead-lead positive feedback compensator.
Fig. 3-10 is the block diagram of this compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-10 is
Vo - (s+ZdiKs+fQ
Vi (sn-fa^S + fk*) - A, (5l2^f5^Z^
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3«9 may be
manipulated into the form




(5 *£>+)( S + (pd0
Note that Equation 3-10 is a zero degree root locus. Fig. 3-11 is the
root locus of Equation 3.10. It can be seen by inspection of Fig. 3-11
that there is no way to obtain complex roots from Equation 3-10. There-
fore this compensator is of no further interest in this investigation
3(e). Lag-lag feed forward summing compensator.
Fig. 3-12 is the block diagram of this compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-12 is
For factoring by root locus, the numerator of Equation 3 .11 may be ma-
nipulated into the form
Fig. 3-13 is the root locus of Equation 3.12. By inspection of Fig. 3-12
it can be seen that there is no possible way to obtain complex roots
from Equation 3-12. Therefore this compensator is of no further





























Fig, 3-13. A possible root locus of Equation 3.12.
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5(F). Lag- lag feed forward difference compensator.
Fig. 3-1^- is the block diagram o: : compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-1^- is
3-13
Vc (s-i-/P?,)f 5 +
For factoring by root locus, the numerator of Equation 3>13 may be
manipulated into the form
A 2^ a (5t ^ 2)(s-^;j
Note that Equation 3*1^ is a zero degree root locus. The possible root loci
arising from Equation J.lk are Figs. 3-15
,
3-l6, 3-17 > and 3-lS. It can be
seen from Figs. 3-15 and 3-l6 that complex roots of Equation 3»1^ will ob-
A °<ttain for certain values of ~— . These complex roots will become complex
A 2<*8.




This transfer function is of further interest because pa , and pc . , the
real poles of Equation 3-15> may be placed fairly close to the origin in
the left hand s-plane.
There can be no complex roots resulting from the root loci of Figs. 3-17
and 3-l8. Therefore they are of no further interest in this investigation.
3(G). Lag-lag negative feedback compensator.
Fig. 3-19 is the block diagram of this compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-19 is
3.10 — —
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3»l6 may be







Fig. 3-1/+. 31ock diagram of the lag-lag feod fonrard diffaronca
co^panac tor
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Fig. 3-15. A posaibla root locus of Equation 3.H.
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Fir. 3-19. Block diagram of the lag-lag negative fwdback compensator.
> j
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3 . 17 — — J.
The root locus of Equation 3»17 is Fig. 3-20. It can "be seen from Fig.
3-20 that complex roots of Equation 3-17 will obtain for certain values
of A,**, ^. These complex roots will become complex poles in Equation
3.l6 and will result in that equation having the form
3.18
Vo - ^(stz 9l)(5t^ 2)
This transfer function is of further interest because one of the real
zeros of Equation 3«l8 may be placed near the origin while the other may
be as far out in the left hand s-plane as desired. The complex poles
will always be in the left hand s-plane.
Note that Fig. 3-20 will be the root locus of Equation 3.17 unless
|p~ l>La I orjp j>fza 2 . In neither of these cases could complex
roots be obtained from Equation 3- 17 • They are therefore of no interest
in this investigation.
3(h). Lag-lag positive feedback compensator.
Fig. 3-21 is the block diagram of this compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-21 is
3.19
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3.19 may be
manipulated into the form
3.20 l\>*><*z (^-?*) ( 5f ?S?) - \
be that Equation 3-20 is a zero degree root locus. The root locus of













Fie. 3-22. A possible root locu3 of Equation 3.20.
22

that there is no possible way to obtain complex roots from Equation 3.20.
Therefore this compensator is of no further interest in this investigation,
3(l). Lag-lead feed forward summing compensator.
The block diagram of this compensator i. L . - .. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-23 is
3.21
For factoring by root locus, the numerator of Equation 3.21 may be manip-
ulated into the form
Fig. 3-24 is the root locus of Equation 3.22. It can be seen by inspection
A o(.
of Fig. 3-24 that complex roots will obtain for certain values of -——-
so long as Zql^lzjj andjp .1 >lp^ . These complex roots will become
complex zeros in Equation 3.21 resulting in that equation having the form
, 2
- Vo _ (A 1* **h ( 5 t <r 1 j cu) (s + C~- j <")
^ (s+ft)Cs+fV)
This transfer function is of further interest because one of the real
poles of Equation 3-23 may be placed close to the origin in the left hand
s-plane while the other may be placed as far out on the negative real
axis as desired. The complex zeros will always be in the left hand s-plane.
3(j). Lag-lead feed forward difference compensator;
lag in the negative path.
The block diagram of this compensator is Fig. 3-25- The transfer
function of Fig. 3-25 is

















Fig. 3-2A. A possible root locras of Equation 3.22.
21+

ulated into the form
Note that Equation J. 25 is a ^ero degree root locus. . root locus of
Equation 3.25 is Fig. 3-26. By inspection of Fig. 3-26 it can be seen
that there is no possible way to obtain complex roots from Equation 3- 25-
Therefore this compensator is of no further interest in this investigation,
3(k). Lag-lead feed forward difference compensator;
lead in the negative path.
It can be seen by inspection of Fig. 3-25 and Equations ^>.2k and
3.25 that there is no change resulting from reversing the algebraic
signs of the lag and lead paths. Therefore this compensator is of no
further interest in this investigation.
3(L). Lag-lead negative feedback compensator:
lag in the feedback path.
The block diagram of this compensator is Fig. 3-2?. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-27 is
6
Vo_ _ (S+zb<Q ($*£><*)
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3-26 may be
manipulated into the form
..27 -1
The root locus of Equation 3.27 is Fig. 3.28. By inspection of Fig. 3.28
it can be seen that there is no possible way to obtain complex roots of




Fig. 3-~5. Block diagram of the lag-lead feed forward difference











Fig. 3-27. Block diagram of the lag-lead negative feedback compensator
.






Fig. 3-28. A possible root locus of Equation 3. 27.
27

3(H)- Lag-lead negative feedback compensator;
lead in the feedback path.
The "block diagram of this compensator is Fig. 3-29. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-29 is
3 28 _yk 6± 'tiiLn ?*1
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3*28 can be
manipulated into the form
Cs + (p3)( s + pj)
Equation 3«-9 is the same as Equation 3«27 and will yield identical results.
Therefore this compensator is of no further interest in this investigation.
3(lJ). Lag-lead positive feedback compensator;
lag in the feedback path.
The block diagram of this compensator is Fig. 3-30. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-3Q is
5 50
v*_ ~ (s +• gQ ( s + (pQ
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3-30 can be
manipulated into the form
Ai<x (s-t- z 3)( s -t to)_ 1
( 5 -r (P s ) ( t + <P»)
Note that Equation 3. 31 is a zero degree root locus. Possible root loci
resulting from Equation 3-31 are Figs. 3-31* 3-32, 3-33? and 3-3^ • It can
be seen by inspection of Figs. 3-33 and 3-3^ that complex roots of Equation
3.31 will obtain for certain values of A,c<. These complex roots will be-
come complex poles in Equation 5*30 and result in that equation having the
form




Fig. 3-29. Bloc 1 : diagrara of the lag-lead negative feedback compensator.




Fig. 3-30, Block diagram of the lag-lead positive feedback corr onsator,














Fig. 3-32. /j possible root locus of Equ tion 3.31.
50
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Fig. 3-34* A possible root locus of Equation 3.31.
51

This transfer function is of further interest because :^ and pa , the
real zeros of Equation 3-32 may be placed as close to the origin of the
s-plane as desired. There can be no complex roots resulting from the
root loci of Figs. 3- 31. and 3-32. Therefore , they are of no further
interest in this investigation.
3(0). Lag-lead positive feedback compensator:
lead in the feedback pa
.
Tig. 3-35 is the block diagram of this compensator. The transfer
function of Fig. 3-35 is
Vo _ fS 4 * *) < S + (Pa)
For factoring by root locus, the denominator of Equation 3. 33 may be
manipulated into the form
A;<K (Sf ZoX S-f 2 a) __ .
Equation 3-3^ is identical to Equation 3«31- Therefore the root loci
of Equation 3 .3*+ will be those of Figs. 3-31; 3-32, 3- 33 , and 3-3^.
Thus, Equation 3.33 will be of the form
3.35
\[o_ _ (s-v Za) (s + (?*)
Vu, (I " A.^C) ( 5 f cr t j ^) ( 5 + vT -J to)
The same comments may be made for Equation 3-35 as for Equation 3-32
except that Zq, and p. , the real zeros of Equation 3«35 may be placed
far out in the left hand s-plane if desired.
3(p). Summar;
As a result of the investigations of this section, the compensators
ections 3(b), 3(f), and 3(l) will produce complex zeros. The com-
pensators of Sections 3( c ), 3(g), 3(f), and 3(0) will produce complex
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Fig, 3-35. Block diagram of the leg-lead positive feedback compensator,
Lend in the feedback mth.
33

complex zeros, there are always two real poles in addition to the zeros.
These two real poles may be near the origin, one near the origin and one
far out, or both far out in the left hand s -plane; depending on the par-
ticular active compensator cho en. For the compensators producing complex
poles, there are always two real zeros in addition to the poles. These
two real zeros may be near the origin, one near the origin and one far
out, or both far out in the left hand s -plane; depending on the particular
active compensator chosen.




4. Derivation of the Equations of the Root Loci of the
Complex Poles and eros Resulting from the Networks
of Section 3
It is now of interest to derive the equations of the root loci of
the complex poles and zeros resulting from the compensators listed in
Paragraph 3(P).
4(A). Lead-lead feed forward difference compensator.
Plotted on Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 are the root loci of Equation 3-4
which yield complex roots. On Fig. 3-5 > let Q be a point with coordinates
(x,y) which is on the root locus.
Since Equation 3«4 is a sero degree locus
4<2 - ?r^
where — oo<yi< o~> and. ± s an integer.
=
-o<-t-f3^tf-S
4.1 s I n (4$) = O sin ( - ex +- /3 1- d1 - S)
Equation 4.1 may be expanded by trigonometric identities to obtain
4.2 O - ( 5 Ln /2 co 5 o( -COS/3r^^)[co5^ COS&+ 5< »W 5 Cn S)
From Fig. 3-5,
4.3




sin £ = #/d
cos .^
8
Substituting Equations 4.3 into Equation 4.2, expanding and collecting








the equation of a circle.
This equation was derived with the 2£$ - ^ >1 u . Since identical
results could have been obtained withXo? -(Zn-ljW, it must "be shown that
for this case,
That this is the case may he seen from Fig. 3-5 > since all of the (2n-l)Tf
loci are on the real axis. Equation 4.4 is not valid for y = 0. There-
fore, in all areas for which Equation 4.4 holds, there are no (2n-l)'TT
loci. A similar argument may he applied to all derivations in this section.
On Fig. 3-4, let Q he a point with coordinates (x,y) which is on the
root locus. Since Equation 3.4 is a zero degree locus
where -«© < y^< »o and ig an integer>
sin. 2(0 = o « sir, (-ck +/3 + y-<0
Since this is precisely Equation 4.1 and since Equations 4.3 also apply
to Fig. 5.4, Equation 4.4 applies to Fig. 3-5 as well as Fig. 3-4.
4(b). Lag-lag feed forward difference compensator.
Plotted on Figs. 3-15 and- 3-l6 are the root loci of Equation 3«l4
which yield complex roots. On Fig. 3-15? let Q he a point on the root
locus with coordinates (x,y). How since Equation 3-l4 is a zero degree
locus
2^0 - Z r>Tf = - cX + /S r y - <5
where
-°°<H< <=*=3 and is an integer.
But this is precisely Equation 4.1. The expansions and manipulations for
this case will he identical to those of Section 4(A). The only difference
36









£j a replaces (pd ,
Llaking these substitutions in Equation k.k yields
fc.5 X- Z
3l- Z 3, + P3,"^
+ 4 =2 Z3 2 - ^s. + ^j,-^ 3
(o)
the equation of a circle.
On Fig. 3-l6, let Q "be a point with coordinates (x ; y) which is on
the root locus. Since Equation y.lk is a zero degree locus
Again, this is precisely Equation k.l. Therefore, Equation k.5 applies
to Fig. 3-15 as well as Fig. J.l6.
^(c). Lag-lead feed forward summing compensator.
Plotted on Fig. 5-2k is the root locus of Equation 3*22. On Fig.
3-2k let Q be a point with coordinates (x,y) which is on the root locus,
How since Equation 3.2k is a l80 degree locus,
2(8 '- (2yi-i)tT= -ot-p + v +J
where - oo < n < oo and is an integer
k.6 sen 4.Q - o~ &~ [0 + S) - (ex f pj]
Equation k.6 may be expanded by trigonometric identities to obtain
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Substituting Equations 4.8 into Equation 4.7> expanding and collecting
terms yields
h.9 %*• Pd23 -{Fs'^d + y
A6CD
(Q)
the equation of a circle.
4(D). Lead-lead negative feedback compensator.
Plotted on Fig. 3-9 is the root locus of Equation 3.7.
let Q be a point with coordinates (x,y) which is on the root locus
since Equation 3.7 is a 180 degree root locus
vhere — 00 < y\ < 00 and is an integer.
3-9,
Now,
4.10 sin 4-Q - O ~ S07 [(*<*/£) - (&* $)}
Equation 4.10 may be expanded by trigonometric identities to obtain
4.11 = ($<-*>/3co$c< j-co5*K son y6)(<oi^ Co-. S - 3<.n <r'$cn S)









,3 = $/& 2in J #/£
COS # = ^..?_<? i-















the equation of a circle.
4(E). Lag-lag negative feedback compensator.
Plotted on Fig. 3-20 is the root locus of Equation 3«17« On Fig.
3-l0, let Q be a point with coordinates (x,y) which is on the root locus.
Nov; since Equation 3-l^ is a loO degree locus
*\
4# = o?n-i)7r = -«-fi+rtd
Where -ocxrK. co and is an integer.
4
. i4 s In 4$ = O ~ sctii(vt&)- (*< /S}j
This is precisely Equation 4.6. The expansions and manipulations for this
case will be identical to those of Section 4(c). The only difference









Malting these substitutions yields




(A *ft ^)- (fa
,
fog ^>5 . * ^3 i) ^
^^(Pai-Za-ZjJ <p3 .+<p3-r z3 ,-?3?.
2s. 2>,- <°s.<%< /^BCD,
PS'+Psi-Zsr*^
(0)
the equation of a circle.
4(l7 )- Lag-lead positive feedback compensator.
Plotted on Figs. 3-33 and 3-34 are the root loci of Equation 3ol-
On Fig. 3-33 let Q be a point with coordinates (x,y) which is on the root
locus. Since Equation 3-31 is a zero degree locus
43 = Zn TV - - ^ + /3 t <r - S
where -°°</2< o^ and is an integer.
4.16 slyz2£Q = O = sen (-<* + fi + y - £^)




sine* = $/j\ sind'1
cosc< = &^
sin/? = %/b
cos p = TzIJui.r 6









A^ "^^ i . a _. ^ fifes* 2^- ^5 ?«* (
^
+^
h + %r ?$-(?* ' V ?3 + *4-fyfo
+ W<Pr& + 2
(o)
the equation of a circle.
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On Fig. 3-3*+ let Q be a point with coordinates (x,y) which is on the
root locus. Since Equation 3.31 is a zero degree locus
2$ = Z rCiT = - o< + {3 + & - S
But this is precisely Equation 4.l6. And since Equations h, . 18 also
apply to Fig. 3-3*+, Equation 4.19 must apply to Fig. 3-3*+ as well as
Fig. 3-33.
4(g). Summary
These derivations prove that the equations for the root loci upon
which the complex zeros or poles ma; lie are circles. The circles are
completely specified by the poles and zeros of the passive components.
Table 4-1 is a compilation of the circular equations of complex zeros
derived in this section. The similarity between the equations is obvious.





* l* z <jpre*)*e*e*te*r'£) [z^-zzp,
Z
,
- 2a * (p2 ~ P. 2-.-2. 2 +<f2 -^,
where z. , z 2 , p , and p E are the zeros and poles of lag or lead net-
works, depending on the particular active compensator chosen.
Table 4-2 is a compilation of the circular equations of complex poles
derived in this section. Again, the similarity between the equations is
obvious. All complex pole loci have the form
4.21 tfhZlllL 1\ * - f'Pz (*>+*£ -tt*(Pl+P*) ± Vf^z-Z^z




z 2 , p , , and p ^ are the zeros and poles of lead or lag net-


















































































































































































































































































Some further properties of these circular loci may be noted
inspection of Equations ^.20 and k.21. The denominators of the terms
which define the centers of the circles may approach zero more or less
independently of the sign or magnitude of the numerator of those terms.
Therefore the center of the circle may vary from negative to positive
infinity. Similarly } the denominators of the terms which define the
squared radii of the circles may approach zero more or less independently
of the sign or the magnitude of the numerator. Thus it is possible to
have radii which vary from zero to infinity. In the cases for which the
squared radius is negative, of course, the circle is undefined. The
denominators of the center and radii terms are the same, though, so as
the center of the circle goes to infinity, the radius must also go to
infinity. However, the center does not have to go to infinity at the same
rate as the radius since the numerators of the terms are different. In
fact, it is possible to have the center remain at the origin while the
radius goes to infinity. The result of this is that in general, it is
possible to locate complex poles or zeros anywhere in the left or right
half of the s-plane, providing the correct compensator is chosen. Gome
of the circles are restricted to the left half s-plane by the nature of
their root loci.
Preliminary investigations indicate that there are areas on the s-plane
where complex poles or zeros may not be placed with a specific active
compensator. These areas are obvious in some cases. In others, they
are not only not obvious, but are obscured by the fact that their exist-
ance is a function of the four variables Zj_
,
z«
, p , and p . All
attempts to derive simple, general equations which would define these areas
have met with failure.
hk
L
To verify the existence of the circular root loci, an analog
computer simulation of the lead-lead feed forvard difference compensator
and the lead-lead negative feedback compensator was performed. Appendix
A contains the computer set up and test results. It was found that the
locations of complex poles and zeros resulting from the previously
mentioned networks could be predicted quite accurately. The agreement
between the experimental and analytical responses of the circuits to
a step input, as shown in Appendix A substantiate this.
^

5. Manipulations to Obtain Forking Relationships for
Designing of Active Compensators
The equations of the root locus circle.
,
while of definite interc
are not suitable to work with when designing active compensators.
convenient form may "be obtained by manipulation of Equati* for
complex zeros and i . : j\ k. 1 for complex poles.
5(A). Obtaining of a working relatio ip for complex zeros.
Lon k. X) ma,, be manipulated into the form
for use in design. Table 5-1 gives fc e particular form of Equation 5-1
applicable to each, of the complex zero producing compensators. It will
be shown in Sectio;; 7(A) that four of the ariables in Equation 5*1
may be chosen to mee ; the needs of a specific problem. Equation 5-1
will then reduce to an equation in two unknow ich may be chosen so
as to satisfy that equation and the requirement of physical realizability
A lean simplification of Equation 5«1 occurs if:
"' 2
Ztfz = Z z fi, A K,
Sub titu Lng Equation 5-2 into Equation 5-1 and simplifying yields
due to restrictions imposed by Equation 5- • Equation 5-5 can
















































































5(B). Obtaining of a working relationship for complex pole .
Equation h. :1 may be manipulated into the form
for use in design, 'fable 5-2 gives the particul* r form d ' Equation ^.h
applicable to each of the cample;-, pole producing compensators. It will
be shown in Section 7(b) that four of the six variables in Equation ^>.k
may be chosen to meet the needs of a specific problem. Equation cj.h
will then reduce to an equation in two unknowns which may be chosen so
as to satisfy that equation and tiie requirement of physical realizability.
A significani simplification of Equation ^>.h occurs
5-5 Zn-, = p.fi. = K
Substituting Equation 5*5 into Equation ^>.k and simplif i % yields
,.6 X Z -h y* = K z
Note that due to restrictions imposed by Equation 5-5? Equation 5-6 can
















































































































6. Con., rue lion of the Locus of Complex Poles
or Complex eros Producing a Constant Phase
Angle at a Point in the S-plane.
I f has been she. I Carpenter [k] 1 the angle at a point
the s-plane due to an array of poles and zeros be known, it is possible
to construct the locus of complex conjugate poles or complex conjugate
zeros which ill cause this point to be on a root locus. ij t >c ls of
complex pole.; or zeros proves to be an arc of a circle. Carpenter's
derivation is as folio
Figure 6-1 shows the necessary construction in proving the locus




stant phase at a point P
;
in the s-plane., is an arc of a circle
passing through that point. The center of the circle lies on
the real axis.
From the figure:
a = 90° + o( +
f3>
b = 90° + c<
6.1 a+'b=
/
/3+2p< + l80 = M = angle contributed by
complex pair at point P
6. I But + 2cK + V = 180°
Subtracting 6. I from 6.1
560 - M = tf = a constant
:e vertex of <^ , therefore,, lies on an arc PP', of a circle whose
center is on the real axis, by a fundamental theorem of plane geo-
metry.
Since the arc always intersects he real axis, the arc may be
quickly constructed by first locating that ii tersection. The
intersection is found by constructing the angle,
60 = • /
at the point P.
It can also be shown that the construction angle at the poini: ?





























The necessary construction to chow this is Fig. 6- . ' is rsection
of the circular arc with the real axis defined by the angle f>. <
perpendicular bisector of PF. Since the center of the circular arc is
on the real axis, the intersec ;ion must be the center of the circalar
arc, by plane geometr,. . ] rem Lg. 6-
+ g = 90°
6.k 20 + 2g = 180°
6.5 2g = h
Subtracting E. uation 6. '-) from 6.k obtains
6.6 :</) = l80° - h
h + P = 180°
'6.7 P = 180° - h
Subtracting Equation 6.7 from 6.6
/ P = M
from Equation 6.3, thus proving the statement.
With the center of the circular arc and its point of intersection














7. A Technique for Compensation Using Active Networks
Relocation of the root loci of the characteristic equation so
that they pass through a specified point is not in itself any great
problem. Simultaneously meeting the requirements of dominance, steady
state accuracy, and transient response is, however, quite another matter.
A considerable number or techniques exist for the simultaneous solution
of the steady state accuracy and root location problems. See for example
[6, 7]- These techniques apply only to compensation with negative real
poles and zeros and do not easily extend to the use of cor.plc.: poles and
zeros. The technique presented here requires some intuition and trial and
error as thus far no more straight forward approach has been found. For
the trial and error phases, the Electro-measurements, Inc., ESIAC alge-
braic Computer, Model 10 was a valuable tool.
The techniques of solution, whether for complex poles or complex
zeros, are practically identical. Therefore they will be presented
separately to avoid any possibility of confusion.
7(A). Solutions requiring complex zeros.
a. Select the compensation path. Then determine the open loop
transfer function and manipulate the characteristic equation into the
form given by Equation 1.1.
^^^G.--l
b. Plot the :: :
,
p- , and s 1^ on the s-plane.
c. Select the real poles of Gc so as to be most convenient.
Con.enience ".111 be determined by the particular problem. Plot these
poles on the s-plane. This will determine which of the complex zero
producing active networks is to be u:ed.

d. Select the desired locations, P and P', of two complex con-
jugate closed loop roots. Plot P and P' on the s-plane. As mentioned
previously, it is hoped that these roots will prove dominant, "but there
is no way of ensuring this.
e. Calculate the phase angle at P or P' due to z-
,
p - , s™
,
d
and the real poles of G
c
. Then construct the locus of complex zeros,
in the manner described in Section 6, which will result in P and P'
being on a 180 degree locus.
f. Choose two complex conjugate points, Q and Q', on this
constructed locus. These will be the complex zeros of G .
g. Determine the root locus gain, Yi which will cause roots
to be at P and P 1 with the z •
, p - , s™ , and the chosen real poles andJi '
complex zeros of G .
h. Substitute IC, and the real poles and complex zeros of
G into the open loop transfer function to determine if steady state
accuracy specifications are met. If not, choose two new locations of
the complex zeros of G and repeat steps f and g.
t c
i. Determine x and y from the chosen locations of the complex
zeros of G .
c
j . Substitute x and y and the selected real poles of Gc into
the appropriate equation of Table 5-1 to determine the algebraic relation-
ship between the real zeros of the compensator passive networks.
k. Construct a graph of this equation or evaluate it for
several values of one variable and select an; convenient, physically
realizable values for the zeros of the passive networks. The z/p ratios
of lead networks should be = 0.1. [5]
1. Substitute the real poles and zeros of the passive networks
into the numerator root locus equation of Table 5-1 corresponding to the
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active network chosen. Plot this equation and the selected complex
compensator zeros on another s -plane.
Determine the value of A /A which will cause the roots 01m,
the numerator of G to lie at the selected locations for the complex
zeros.
n. Using the results of steps g and m, A, \ may he calcu-
lated and the compensator design is completed.
o. The transient response must be computed and compliance with
specii'ications determined.
7(B). Solutions requiring cample:: poles.
a. Select the compensation path. Then determine the open loop
transfer function and manipulate the characteristic equation into the
form given by Equation 1.1.
KIT Cs+O G =-1
5- it (5 +<?j)
d
-'
b. Plot the z^
,
p . , and s""1 on the s -plane.
c. Select the real zeros of G so as to be most convenient.
c
Convenience will be determined by the particular problem. Plot these
zeros on the s-plane. This selection will determine the particular
active network to be used.
d. Select the desired locations, P and P', of two complex con-
jugate closed loop roots. Plot P and P' on the s-plane. As mentioned
previously, it is hoped that these roots will be dominant, but there
is no way of ensuring this.
e. Calculate the phase angle at P or P' due to z x , p- , s™ ,
and the real zeros of G . Then construct the locus of complex poles,
in the manner described in Section 6, which will result in P and P' being
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on a l80 decree locus.
f. Choose two complex conjugate points on this constructed
locus. These will be the complex poles of G
c
.
g. Determine the root locus gain, Kpy , which will cause roots




, and the chosen complex poles
d
and real zeros of G .
c
h. Substitute KRT and the complex poles and real zeros of
G into the open loop transfer function of the system to determine if
steady state accuracy specifications are net. If not, choose new
locations for the complex poles of G and repeat steps f and g.
i. Determine x and y from the chosen locations of the complex
poles of G
j . Substitute x and y and the selected real zeros of G into
the appropriate equation of Table 5-2 to find the algebraic relationship
between the real poles of the passive networks.
k. Construct a graph of this equation or evaluate it for
several values of one variable and select any convenient, physically
realizable values of the passive network poles. The z/p ratio for lead
networks should be ^ 0.1. [5]
1. Substitute the values of the poles and zeros of the passive
networks into the denominator root locus equation of Table 5-2 corre-
sponding to the active network chosen. Plot this equation and the
selected complex compensating poles on another s -plane.
m. Determine the value of A which will cause the roots of the
1
denominator of G to lie at the selected locations of the complex compen-
sating poles. This completes the design of the compensator.





This section applies the techniques of solution presented in Section 7
to further clarify their use. The examples presented herein are straight-
forward so as to illustrate the use of active networks as compensators
without becoming unnecessarily involved in other considerations. It is
assumed that active compensation '••/as necessary in these examples due to
unspecified considerations. The subsections of each numerical example




The feedback control system of Fig. 8-1. K = 5«0.
Requirements :
Use cascade compensation. Desired root location to be such that
0.5- j — 0.7, settling tine = 1.0 seconds. Ky not to be reduced.
Solution :




° 5(S 2 + 5S f /GO) ^°
The characteristic equation of the compensated system is




, and s"1 of Equation 8.1 are plotted on Fig. 8-2.
o
c. Select pdl = -25, pa p = -50, co as not to add any more poles
in the region near the origin. p dj and pd are also plotted on Fig. 8-2.
d. Select the points s = -5 + j 7 to be P and P', the roots of the
characteristic equation which vrill meet the requirements.




























The construction angler, at P are
f>
= 153.65 degri
r = 307.5 degrees
The arc of the circle on which complex compensating zeros can be located
wis constructed on Tig. 8-2 using these angles.
f. On Fig. 8-2, choose s = + j 8.8 to he Qj and ' , the locations
of the complex compensator zeros.




h. Substituting this value of gain and the chosen compensator poles
,and zeros into the open loop transfer function obtains K = 3.51. This
does not meet requirements. Therefore, choose two nev complex compensator
zeros a little clo. er to the desired root location:. Let these new
locations be s = -2.5 + j 8.4, Q^ and Q ' . With these new zeros, the
root locus gain at P is
KrL = 6,578
Substituting this root locus gain and the new complex zeros into the
open loop transfer function yields K = 6.72. This meets the require-
v
ments.
i. From the chosen locations of the complex zeros,
x = -2.5
y = + 8A
j. Substituting these values of x and y, pd and pd , into the
working equation of the lead-lead feed forward difference compensator
of Table 5-1 yields
8.2 %A = /W.-M \~[/3S.34-Zda
The algebraic relationship between zd and zd
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k. Several values of za were substituted into this equation and
zd = -2.5, z d - -3.0 were selected as the zeros of the lead networks.
1. Substituting the chosen z d , zd , pd , and pd into the num-
erator root locus equation of the lead-lead feed forward difference
compensator of Table 5-1 yields
8 3
A, (s ¥2.S)(s + 3o) __ *
A ? (s + 3)(s + 2 5)
Equation 8.5 and the chosen complex compensator zeros are plotted on
Fig. 8-3.
m. From Fig. 8-3, A_/A = O.8368 will cause the numerator zeros
to be at the chosen complex conjugate locations.
1n. The values of An and A may now be computed from the equations
8A
A,/a 8 = 0.%3<oS
A(A.-A Z) - K«l - 65 7 8)
Since K is a variable gain element, any values of K, A., and A , which
satisfy Equations o.k will yield satisfactory results.
o. The characteristic equation of the compensated system may now
be written as
5 (5 z + to* + too) (s f 2 s) ( si 3 o)
The roots of this equation were obtained by calculation on the Control
Data Corporation l6ch digital computer as
s = -5.11 + j 7.26
s = -5.11 - j 7.26
g = -k.69 + j II.69
s = -k.69 - J II.69
s = -kO.k
The roots as s = 5 '11 + J 7*26 and s = -5.11 - j 7*26 correspond to those
selected early in the solution. There is some error due to the graphical





for engineering work. The transient response may now "be calculated and
final agreement with requirements determined.
8(B). Example 2.
Given :
The feedback control system of Fig. 8-k. K = 100
Requirements :
Use cascade compensation. Desired root location such that 0.5 - J - 0.7,
settling time =1.0 seconds. K not to be reduced.
Solution :




° 5 Cs + 8
The characteristic equation of the compensated system is
8.5 / +






and s™ of Equation 8.k are plotted on Fig. 8.5.
d
c. Select p d( = -kO, pd = -50 so any root loci from these poles
will not affect the region ^1rhere the desired root will be located. pd
and pd . are also plotted on Fig. 8-5.
d. Select the points s = -k + j 5 to be P and P', the roots of
the characteristic equation which will satisfy the requirements.
e. From Fig. 8-5, the lead angle required at P is 203.8 degrees.




The arc of the circle on which conple:: compensating zeros can be located
was constructed on Fig. 8-5 from these angles.




















of the complex compensator zeros.
g. The root locus gain at P and P' using all poles and zeros is
KpL = 15,316
h. Substituting this value of gain and the chosen poles and comple:.




i. From the chosen locations of the complex compensating zeros:
x = -3.2
y = +2.0
j. Substituting these values of x and y, pd and p d ^ into the
working equation of the lead-lead feed forward difference compensator
from Table 5-1 yields
- /fc9. HZH
2d, + I IS. 8* H
the algebraic relationship betveen z d and z dl .
k. Several values of zd were substituted into this equation and
z d = -30, zd;) = -3^»95 were selected as the zeros of the lead networks,
1. Substituting the chosen zd , z. , pd , and pd into the
numerator root locus equation of the lead-lead feed forward difference
compensator on Table 5-1 yields
,




Equation 8.6 and the chosen complex compensator zeros are plotted on
Fig. 8-6.
m. From Fig. 8-6 A Jk = 0.931^ will cause the numerator zeros to
be at the chosen complex conjugate locations.










satisfy Equations 8.7 will yield satisfactory result .
o. The cliaractoristic equation of the compensated system may now
be written as
The roots of this equation were obtained by calculation on the Control
Data Corporation l6ck digital computer as
s = .3.39 + j 5.J+
s -
-3.59 - 3 5A
s = -Ik 33
s = -19.73
s = -61.06
The roots as s = -3. 39 + j 5*^ and s = -3.39 - j 5«^ correspond to those
selected early in the solution. There is sane error due to the graphical
techniques required in the solution, however the agreement is close
enough for engineering work. The transient response may now be calcu-
lated and final agreement with the requirements determined.
8(C). Summary
For both the examples chosen, the lead-lead feed forward difference
ft
compensator proved to be the most practical for : olution. However, the
use of the other active networks follows exactly the same procedures as
demonstrated.
It was foun there are some regions on the circular loci of
the active networks at which the gain ratio A /A is extremely critical;
i.e., a small variation in the gain ratio results in a large movement of
the complex zeros of the active network. This sensitivity may be overcome
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to sane extent "by a trial and error method of varying the real pol
zeros of the passive networks so that the critical area of the circular
locus is moved avay from the desired location of the complex zero.-.
70

9. Conclusions and Recommendations
The active netvorks presented in this thesis afforded a simple
method of generating complex poles and zeros. The locations of these
complex poles and zeros may be accurately predicted and are easily
varied by adjusting an amplifier gain or one or more of the passive
elements of the networks. The varying of an amplifier gain is t
more attractive of these two methods as it results in the complex poles
or zeros moving along a circle which is precisely defined by the passive
circuit elements.
It is highly probable that there exist other simple active networks
which will produce complex poles and zeros. Further research is needed
to determine those networks and investigate their characteristics.
Since the location of the complex poles and zeros is a function
of amplifier gain, a requirement for a very stable amplifier is gen-
erated. This requirement may be relaxed somewhat if the compensated
system is not too sensitive to the compensator pole and zero locations.
The lag- lead feed forward summing compensator has characteristics
which merit special attention. Since the K of this compensator is
A_ + A . the possibility presents itself of using this compensator as
the main transmission path amplifier. The complex zeros resulting from
the network could be adjusted to best suit the needs of a specific
system while the overall gain remained independent.
The technique presented in Section 7 for the use of these networks
in solving compensation problems require considerable intuitive reasoning.
It is recommended that further investigation be conducted to determine a
more mathematically sound method of using these active networks as compen-
sators.
In the numerical examples, it was necessary to assume that the
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requirement for active compensation had been necessitated by some
unspecified criteria. It is recommended that research be undertaken
to determine genera" i ed criteria which will indicate whether a specific
problem should be attempted with active or passive compensation; and
further if active compensation is desirable, which active network is
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The analog computer used in this experiment was The Donner Scien-
tific Company, Model J000. This computer is a semi -portable, ten
amplifier, unstabilized, relatively inexpensive computer which is
generally used for elementary classroom and laboratory work. The
computer has reasonably good characteristics for its size and cost.
Each operational amplifier is a stable, high gain D. C. circuit, with
a pentode driving a cathode follower. Average gain is more than 10,000.
Input impedance is that of an open grid pentode, and the output imped-
ance less than one ohm. Long term drift is -k mv/hr. Output range is
-100 to +100 volts with load currents up to 5 ma.
All responses were recorded using the Brush Electronics Company
Model 550 high gain direct coupled amplifier and BL-202 Oscillograph.
Lead-lead feed forward difference compensator
This compensator is simulated by the circuit shown on Fig. A-l.
This experiment proves the results of Equation 4.4 in that given two
lead networks, a circle upon which complex zeros may be located is
specified. The exact location of the zeros is fixed by the gain ratio
A /A . Fsing the lead networks
r (c) - S +Q.1
a circle with center, c = 0, and radius, r = 0.5^-3 is specified by













The circle and the numerator root locus equation are plotted on Tig. A-2.
The points s = -0.2^+9 + j 0.2+88 and s = 0.5^6 + j 0.5^05 were arbi-
trarily chosen as those at which complex zeros would be located to
test the transient response. By calculations from Fig. .- the gain
ratio A/A = 4.3-9 was required to locate the complex zeros at the
former points and A /A = 1.913 to place the complex zeros at the latter.
The theoretical and e:cperimental responses of the circuit zo a step
input with the complex zeros at s = -0.21+9 + J 0.1+88 is Fig. A-3.
The theoretical transient response was calculated by taking the i erse
transform of the transfer function of the compensator. This yielded
V (t) - 61.52[ai67-0.251e°'
tt
+ /.o&4e 3*1 u.(t)
The theoretical and experimental responses of the circuit to a step
input with the complex zeros at s = 0.546 ± j O.O3605 is Fig. A-k.
The theoretical transient response was calculated by taking the inverse
transform of the transfer function of the compensator. This yielded
Lead-lead negative feedback compensator .
This compensator is simulated by the circuit shown in Fig. A-5.
This experiment proves the results of Equation 4.13 in that given two
lead networks, a circle upon whieh complex poles may be located is
specified. The exact location of the poles is fixed by the gain AA .
Using identical lead networks
Ghs) = 5 + °' 5d 5 + 3


























The denominator root locus equation from Table 5-2 is
The circle and the denominator root locus equation are plotted on Fig. A-o.
The points s = -1.75 ± J 1.-5 and s = -1 + j 1 were arbitrarily chosen
as those at which complex poles would be located to test the transien
response. By calculations from Fig. A-6, the gain A =1.0 was required
to locate the complex poles at the former points o.nd A = 4,0 to place
the complex poles at the latter. The theoretical and experimental
responses of the circuit to a step input with the complex poles at
s =--1.75 ± J 1.25 is Fig. A-7. 'flie theoretical transient response was
calculated by taking the inverse transform of the transfer function of
the compensator. This yielded
V (t) = 2*z\o.?>'im> t IJBle" Vn (/.2 5t + o.u)\ u.6t)
The theoretical and experimental responses of the circuit to a step
input with the complex poles at s = -1 ± j 1 is Fig. A-8. The theo-
retical response was calculated by taking the inverse transform of the
transfer function of the compensator. This yielded




The remainder of the networks were not tested for their responses
due to time limitations. Based on the responses obtained, it is assumed
that the other networks would yield similar results since all deri-
vations followed identical methods. It was found to be impossible to
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